TULUM

VENTURE INTO THE MAYAN REALM,...TO REDISCOVER YOURSELF

BECOME AN EXPLORER
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TULUM
Be part of ancient Mayan ceremonies
Immerse yourself in the local culture tasting
traditional dishes
Feel the thrill of swimming in secret cenotes
Listen to the sounds of the Caribbean jungle
Navigate a river to watch spider monkeys
on the treetops
Venture into the Mayan realm...
to rediscover yourself.
At Colibri Boutique Hotels, we are experts
in providing exclusive tailor-made
experiences for our guests.
Let us be your guide through our unique
Tulum and its mysteries.
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Mayan Jungle & Monkey Adventure
This is an experience for nature lovers. Explore the monkey

Where?

reserve of Punta Laguna by canoe where you can also en-

Punta Laguna & Cenote San
Juan

joy a swim. You’ll have a guided walk with a biologist throu-

How Long?

gh a beautiful forest where some ruins have been found.

7 hours (11 am – 6:30 pm)

On this walk you will likely see spider monkeys, maybe

Whats Included?

howler monkeys and lots of other animals. We will visit a
mysterious cave, a door towards the underworld. After en-

Guide, local snack, beer
and water, entrance fees,
canoe and transportation

joying a local snack, we will head back towards Tulum with

Languages?

a cooling stop at a beautiful little cenote before heading

ENG / ESP / ITA

back towards your Hotel.
Transportation: Included
YOUR HOST

Hola, my name is Manuel, I am a Biologist and a certified archaeological guide with origin México City. I came to Tulum in 1993 to work
at the Sian Kaan Biosphere Reserve where my interest in the Yucatan
Peninsula started growing until it became a passion. I will enjoy sharing my knowledge of this amazing area with you.

Equipment Included: Life vest
What to Bring: Towel,

walking shoes, sun cap, sun
cream, swimwear, camera
Min / Max Guests: 2 / 6
Day: Monday
Cost per Person:

$3,000 pesos
Children: Up to 11 years in

company of the parents
pay 50% of the regular rate
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BOBMANU TOURS

Mayan Jungle & Monkey Adventure
11.00pm - 6.30pm

min 2 | max 6 pax

MON

11.00pm | Ride to Punta Laguna

12.30pm | Punta Laguna
Canoeing
Cenote de Punta Laguna
Walk in the forest searching Monkeys
Having a local snack in the community

4.00pm | Ride to Cenote San Juan

4:40pm | Cenote San Juan

6.30pm | Arrival at the Hotel
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mexican flavors
Do you know the secrets of Mexican cuisine? Do you know
everything about Mezcal? If your answer is no, this class will
teach you about all. Sam Jimenez will make you an expert
about Mezcal and will teach you how to prepare amazing
cocktails with this, the most authentic Mexican spirit. With
Sra. Lina you will prepare authentic Mexican dishes from
scratch, dishes that have been passed down from generation to generation. All is fresh and all is hand made. Lots of
fun is guaranteed. You will certainly impress your family and
friends with your newly gained knowledge of what true
Mexican cuisine and drink is all about.

Where?

Tulum town
How Long?

4-5 hours (4pm – 8/9pm)
Whats Included?

All food, fresh juices and
beer, menu recipe’s
Languages?

ENG / ESP

Transportation: Taxi
Equipment Included: All coo-

king equipments
What to Bring: Apetite and

YOUR HOSTS

Hola, my name is Lina. I emerged my passion from my joy and constant desire to share the delights of the truly Mexican food with other
people as I have always done with my family and friends. I learned
the secrets of the Mexican Cuisine from my mother, while growing
up in Oaxaca which is one of the richest places in Mexico in culture
and gastronomy.

good mood
Min / Max Guests: 2 / 6
Day: Tuesday
Cost per Person:

$3,200 pesos

Hi, I’m Sam Jimenez, I’m passionate about craft beer, good wine
and Mexican spirits, specifically Mezcal. I’ve been in the hospitality
industry for 26 years and I’ve worked from bars, to restaurants to 5
diamond hotels, both in the U.S. and Mexico. Tulum is my home now
and I’m currently a brand ambassador for an artisanal mezcal brand
called “Gracias a Dios”. I am happy to share my secrets with you.
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LINA AVILA
&
SAM JIMENEZ

mexican flavors
4.00pm - 8.30pm

min 2 | max 6 pax

3.30pm | Individual transfer to Lina’s kitchen with taxi

4.00pm | Mezcal Tasting with Sam Jimenez

4.30pm | Mexican Cocktail Classes with Sam Jimenez

5.00pm | Cooking Classes with Lina followed by...

7.00pm | Community Dinner

est. 8:30pm | Individual ride back to Hotel with taxi
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mayan IMMERSION
With this tour you take a deep dive into the Yucatan Peninsula. Start the day with having a rich local breakfast on the
way. We head directly to Yal Koba where you will discover
the village and its historical church. From there, we visit two
beautiful cenotes. A short walk through the forest takes us
to one of them. Newly refreshed, and after a short ride, we
will enjoy a pib (underground oven) and gorditas in the
house of Sra. Filomena where you will experience Mayan

Where?

Ek Balam & Mayan Villages
How Long?

11.5 hours (7 am – 6.30 pm)
Whats Included?

Guide, park & cenotes entrance, life vest, breakfast,
lunch, water and beer
Languages?

ENG / ESP / ITA

customs and gastronomy. Fortified from our lunch, we will
explore the amazing remains of Ek Balam. Many say that this

Transportation: Included

is the most beautiful archeological site on the peninsula.

Equipment Included: Life vest

Let us know what you think. On the way back to Tulum, we

What to Bring: Towel,

make a short stop in Macario Gomez where you can shop

walking shoes, sun cap, sun
cream, swimwear, camera

for local handicrafts such as dreamcatchers. We will be back
at the hotel at around 6:30pm with many memories to cherish.

Min / Max Guests: 2 / 6
Day: Wednesday
Cost per Person:

$3,800 pesos
YOUR HOST

Hola, my name is Manuel, I am a Biologist and a certified archaeological guide with origin México City. I came to Tulum in 1993 to work
at the Sian Kaan Biosphere Reserve where my interest in the Yucatan
Peninsula started growing until it became a passion. I will enjoy sharing my knowledge of this amazing area with you.
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Children: Up to 11 years in

company of the parents
pay 50% of the regular rate
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BOBMANU TOURS

mayan immersion
7.00am - 6.30pm

min 2 | max 6 pax

WED
FRI

7.00am | Pick up at the hotel.
7.30am | Typical breakfast on the way.

8.15am | Ride to Yal Koba with Roberto’s tips
9.30am | Yal Koba- visit of village and church

9.45am | Ride to Cenote Palomitas
10.00am | Cenote Palomitas
10.45am | Ride to Cenote Sac Awa
11.00am | Visit of Cenote Sac Awa (with walk in the forest)

12.15pm | Ride to Hunukú, Yucatan
12.30pm | Pib & gorditas de Chaya “en la casa de
Filomena“
2.00pm | Ride to Ek Balam
2.30pm | Visit of Ek Balam with certified guide and Manu

4.00pm | Ride back to Tulum
5.30pm | 15min Artisanal stop at Macario Gomez
(handcrafts)
6.30pm | Arrival at your hotel
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YUCATAN SOUND HEALING
If you love relaxing and experiencing new things, this might
be an experience you are looking for.
Enjoy the sound of the jungle and finish the day with the
healing sound of crystal bowls overlooking the jungle of
the Yucatan Peninsula

Where?

Jungle Roof Top at La Zebra
How Long?

2 hours (5pm – 7pm)
Whats Included?

Infusion water
Languages?

YOUR HOST

Hi, I’m Cynthia Kendall. I discovered some years ago the vibrational sounds of the Crystal Singing Bowls. While you usually feel very
relaxed, and often go into a meditative state, the high frequency
sounds enter the cells of our bodies and rebalances them through
oscillation and resonance. I’m happy to share this experience
with you.

Cynthia ENG
Transportation: Taxi
Min / Max Guests: 4 / 8
Day: Wednesday
Cost per Person:

$1,400 pesos
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SIAN KA’AN
BIOSPHERE
FIRE & Water
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SIAN KA’AN BIOSPHERE Fire & Water
For this trip, you’ll wake up very early, but it’s worth it, we
promise!
After a one-hour ride, you will enjoy one of the Sian Ka’an’s
most impressive sights, the Muyil Lagoon that just started to
shine in the morning sun. We will take a short walk through
the forest, after which you will climb an observation tower
for a view over the entire lagoon and the treetops. Our
guide, Fernando, will point out birds and other animals that

Where?

Sian Ka’an Biosphere
How Long?

5 ½ hours (6am – 11:30am)
Whats Included?

Guide, transfers, park entrance, life vest, binoculars,
breakfast
Languages?

ENG / ESP

you most likely wouldn’t discover on your own. The morning time is the most active time for many birds. After our

Transportation: Included

birdwatching, you will board a small boat and ride to the

What to Bring: Towel,

famous floating river where your next adventure begins.

walking shoes, sun cream,
swimwear, camera, extra
dry clothes (recommended long sleeve pants and
shirts)

Bring a light jacket because it can be a bit cool, but the
walk back to the boat in the morning sun will warm you up
again. Re-energize yourself with a typical Yucatecan breakfast at an intimate, local restaurant. You will return to your
hotel around noon.

Min / Max Guests: 2 / 6
Day: Thursday
Cost per Person:

$3,000 pesos
YOUR HOST

Hola, my name is Fernando Rosado. I am an ornithologist, passionate birdwatcher and tour guide. I will show you the hidden secrets of
Sian Kaan and will be very happy sharing my knowledge with you.
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Children: Up to 11 years in

company of the parents
pay 50% of the regular rate
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OSPREY TOURS

sian ka’an biosphere fire & water
6.00am - 11.30am

min 2 | max 6 pax

THU

6.00am | Pick up from the hotel and ride to Muyil

7.00am | Muyil
Birdwatching tour
Floating River
Typical Yucatecan Breakfast

10.30pm | Ride back to Tulum

11.30pm | Arrival at hotels
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mayan temazcal ceremony
Resembling entry into Mother Earth’s womb, the Mayan
Temazcal Ceremony offers an opportunity to cleanse your
body and mind. Using steam and the knowledge of ancestral rocks and their power, the Temazcal experience utilizes
chamomile, eucalyptus and lavender to effect inner cleansing. A side benefit of beautiful silky skin is guaranteed.

Where?

Holistika Tulum
How Long?

2 1/2 hours (5pm – 7:30pm)
Whats Included?

Temazcal master, detox
ceremony, water, fruits
Languages?

ENG / ESP
YOUR HOST

Holistika Tulum.
Transportation: Taxi
What to Bring: Swimwear
Min / Max Guests: 4 / 8
Day: Thursday
Cost per Person:

$1,900 pesos
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mayan DISCOVERIES
Visit one of the most beautiful archeological sites in Mexico,

Where?

beautifully set in a lush jungle just one hour from Tulum.

Cobá & Mayan Village San
Juan de Dios

You might get sweaty when climbing Nohoch Mul (volun-

How Long?

tary), the second tallest pyramid on the Yucatan Peninsula; that’s

7.5 hours (8 am – 3.30 pm)

why we bring you to a beautiful hidden cenote afterwards

Whats Included?

to refresh and to explore the underworld of the Yucatan.

Guide, transportation, park
& cenote entrance, life vest
bikes, lunch, water and
beer

After that, we visit the family of Sra. Catalina where she
has prepared a special feast for us, a pib, an amazing chicken cooked under ground. Have you ever heard of the
Meliponas? An endemic and sacred species of bees that
don’t sting but produce amazing honey? If you like you can
harvest some honey yourself. On the way back to Tulum,
we make a short stop in Macario Gomez where you can

Languages?

ENG / ESP / ITA

Transportation: Included
What to Bring: Towel,

shop for handicrafts like dreamcatchers. Enjoy the late af-

walking shoes, sun cap, sun
cream, swimwear, camera

ternoon back in your hotel with a cocktail or swim, or just

Min / Max Guests: 2 / 6

relax on a lounger.

Day: Friday
Cost per Person:

YOUR HOST

Hola, my name is Manuel, I am a Biologist and a certified archaeological guide with origin México City. I came to Tulum in 1993 to work
at the Sian Kaan Biosphere Reserve where my interest in the Yucatan
Peninsula started growing until it became a passion. I will enjoy sharing my knowledge of this amazing area with you.
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$3,300 pesos
Children: Up to 11 years in

company of the parents
pay 50% of the regular rate
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BOBMANU TOURS

mayan discoveries
8.00am - 3.30pm

min 2 | max 6 pax

FRI

8.00am | Pick up at the hotel
Ride direct to Coba with info by Manuel
about Coba and other interesting insiders
of the day on the way

9.30am | Visit of the Coba ruins with certified guide.
(bike/tricycle)
11.30am | Ride to San Juan de Dios
12.00pm | Cenote Muul Ich

1.00pm | Ride to La Casa de Catalina

1.15pm | Extract the pib out of the ground and lunch

2.00pm | Meliponas

3.00pm | Artisanal stop at Macario Gomez
(handcrafts)

3.30pm | Arrival at your hotel
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PROJECT
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MULBERRY PROJECT COCKTAIL CLASS
Learn from real cocktail experts from one of the top New
York bars!
You are welcomed with cocktail when you arrive, followed
by a 2 hour cocktail class including the chance to jump
behind the bar and create your very own special drink
using local ingredients. The class gives instruction on
mixology and proper craft cocktail techniques. Finishing
with a farewell beverage and a copy of your recipes that
you can take with you to recreate for your friends back home.

Where?

Pool Bar at La Zebra
How Long?

2 hours (6pm - 8pm)
Whats Included?

Everything necessary to
make craft cocktails
Pen and paper for
brainstorming cocktail
ideas
Languages?

ENG
YOUR HOST

An International mixologist who has been around the world creating
cocktails. Josh Newhouse is the head bartender of the Mulberry
Project, a bar concept that travels to exciting locations to do PopUps.
The bar has popped up in countries like Brazil, Colombia, Israel, Iceland,
Kenya and now right here on the beach of the La Zebra hotel in
Tulum, Mexico. The bar carries no menu but instead let’s the guest
choose combinations from a list of over 40 fresh ingredients in order
to create their own specialized, custom cocktail. While in Mexico
Josh wanted to take the opportunity to show travellers how to shake,
smoke, stir and (of course) drink craft cocktails at the beautiful pool
bar on the rooftop of the La Zebra hotel.
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Transportation: Taxi
Min / Max Guests: 4 / 10
Day: Friday
Cost per Person:

$1,100 pesos
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SIAN KA’AN
BIOSPHERE
EARTH & WIND
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SIAN KA’AN BIOSPHERE earth & Wind
If you’d like some physical activity followed by a beautiful
boat ride, that’s what we have for you with our trip to the
Sian Kaan Lagoon. Jump on a mountain bike and ride 12
km / 7 miles into the Sian Kaan Biosphere where you board
a boat for an enjoyable few hours exploring the expansive

Where?

Sian Kaan Biosphere
How Long?

5 hours (1pm – 6pm)
Whats Included?

birds and, with some luck, crocodiles as well. Dig into some

Guide, park entrance,
transfers, bikes, binoculars,
boat with captain, drinks,
ceviche, guacamole

authentic ceviche and guacamole with a beer or a glass of

Languages?

wine on the boat. You are guaranteed to return home with

ENG / ESP

Sian Kaan Lagoon. You’ll see various ecosystems, all kind of

fabulous stories of your close encounters with Mother Nature.
Transportation: Included
YOUR HOST

What to Bring: Towel,

Hola my name is Fernando Rosado. I am an ornithologist, passionate
birdwatcher and tour guide. I will show you the hidden secrets of
Sian Kaan and will be very happy sharing my knowledge with you.

walking shoes, sun cream,
camera, sweater/jacket for
the late afternoon
Min / Max Guests: 2 / 6
Day: Saturday
Cost per Person:

$4,000 pesos
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OSPREY TOURS

sian ka’an biosphere earth & wind
1.00pm - 6.00pm

min 2 | max 6 pax

SAT

1.00pm | Pick up from the hotel

1.30pm | Arrival at Sian Ka’an park entrance
Getting mountain bikes

1.45pm | Ride to boat dock (12km)
2 hours boat ride through the lagoon
of Sian Ka’an
Picnic on the boat

5.00pm | Ride back to your hotel by bus

5.30pm | Arrival at hotels
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TULUM
CANCELLATION POLICY
Cancellations made 48 hours
or more prior to departure. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100% refund

Cancellations made 24 - 47 hours
prior to departure. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50% refund

Cancellations made 23 hours or less
prior to departure. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . No refund

PAYMENT METHODS
Payments can be made with Visa, Mastercard or American Express.
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TULUM

VENTURE INTO THE MAYAN REALM,...TO REDISCOVER YOURSELF

BECOME AN EXPLORER

For reservations, please contact:

reservations@colibriboutiquehotels.com
+52 1 984 115 4728
or ask your Concierge

